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Abstract
This study applies natural language processing (NLP) techniques to patient experience comments. Our goal was to examine the language describing care experiences with two groups of physicians: those with scores in the top 100 and those with scores in the bottom 100 among all physicians (n=498) who received scores from patient satisfaction surveys. Our analysis showed a statistically significant difference in the language used to describe care experiences with these two distinct groups of physicians. This analysis illustrates how to apply NLP techniques in categorizing and building a statistical model for language use in order to identify meaningful language and significant phrasing in a dataset of natural language. We provide a review of limited work at the intersection of language analysis and patient experience. We present our analysis and conclude with a discussion on what care providers and patient experience leaders can learn from language used in patient experience comments for the delivery of patient-centered care.
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Introduction
Healthcare providers and patient experience leaders are very attentive to patients’ responses to structured or closed-ended survey (check-box) questions that measure patients’ perceptions of their care. Patient experience comments, however, provide a much richer source of data than surveys in helping us understand the patient’s perspective on care experiences. The patient’s perspective is not only necessary to understand and improve patient experience, but it is also integral to providing patient-centered care. Patient experience is a multidimensional concept. Wolf, Niederhauser, Marshburn, and LaVela provide a literature review of how patient experience has been defined. The Beryl Institute defines patient experience as “the sum of all interactions shaped by an organization’s culture that influence patient perceptions across the continuum of care.” Additional patient experience concepts in the literature include emotional and physical lived experience, personal interactions, importance of partnership/patient involvement, perception, information, and responsiveness.

Interactions between patients and their families and physicians are a significant component of patient experience. We undertook this study to reveal insights into the language used to describe care experiences with physicians. Specifically, we wanted to advance the understanding of the language used in accounts of care experiences with two groups of physicians: those who performed comparatively well and those who performed comparatively poorly among all physicians who received scores from patient satisfaction surveys. We applied natural language processing techniques to test our hypothesis that patients use different language when describing their experiences with these two distinct groups of physicians. Our data set came from unstructured/open-ended responses in patient satisfaction surveys conducted at one of the nation’s largest integrated pediatric health systems that covers five states in the US.

This research illustrates a specific application of statistical natural language processing techniques to natural language (comment) data in patient experience as a specific domain. While probabilistic modeling of natural language requires a leap of faith to advance knowledge for a particular domain, a solid statistical analysis can be used to identify meaningful words and significant phrasing. The output of probabilistic modelling is usually a prediction that has obscure meaning, while a statistical analysis can be used empirically as a first step to understand natural language data better.

Our methodology followed two pre-processing steps and a two-step evaluation for determining whether or not people use specific wording when they describe their care experiences with physicians. To test our hypothesis, we...
first evaluated whether the language we extracted through pre-processing was relevant to three categories of patient experience. Our second evaluation step answered whether the language used to describe care experiences was statistically correlated to a) the comments for physicians who scored comparatively well; b) the comments for physicians who scored comparatively poorly in patient satisfaction surveys among all physicians surveyed or c) the comments for both groups of physicians.

In the following sections, we will first go over the research to date that involves analysis of comments from surveys that collect patient feedback. Next, we will describe the data set we used and the methods of analysis we applied in this study. Following the description of our methodology, we will discuss our results, present our conclusions and suggest opportunities for future research.

### Related Work in Evaluating Patient Experience Feedback and Natural Language Processing

#### Evaluating Patient Experience Feedback

Responses to open-ended questions (or comments) in patient satisfaction surveys provide a narrative outlet for patients to give detailed descriptions of their care experiences. While the sheer volume of information contained in these comments can be a deterrent to analysis, the use of technology can help streamline the analytical process. Besides comments in surveys, online review sites create a significant narrative outlet and resource, as 60% of people view user-generated information when searching the internet for healthcare information. For these reasons, efficient and consistent analysis of patient experience comments is foundational to the design and implementation of patient-centered programs for the improvement of patient experience and delivery of patient-centered care.

Greaves et al. compared Likert-type scale ratings to patients’ comments that were analyzed using sentiment analysis. For the categories of cleanliness, being treated with dignity, and overall recommendation of hospital, there was 81%, 84%, and 89% agreement respectively between scale ratings and sentiments extracted from comments. Wiseman et al. used framework analysis and two independent researchers to develop their specific positive and negative frameworks and themes to analyze 15,403 comments. Their work was used to compare comments from two separate years in order to assess if there was an improvement in care. In the pediatric patient population, Espinel, Shah, Beach, and Boss analyzed 195 comments from pediatric otolaryngologists and surgical specialists using summative content analysis and a coding taxonomy developed by two investigators. Our research expands on this work with a larger sample size of patient experience comments from family members of pediatric patients. Our analysis illustrates some of the methodological principles for building the analytical capability to detect linguistic nuances in patient experience comments.

The six core elements of providing high-quality care - safe, effective, patient-centered, timely, efficient, and equitable - have also been influential in defining patient experience. Our decision to analyze comments about care experiences under the categories of personality, interaction, and the composite category of quality, safety and access was grounded in these concepts and definitions from the literature.

#### Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing (NLP) is the process of converting raw, unstructured text or speech (in our case, comments from patient satisfaction surveys) into a structured representation of the natural language using some model of language. Frequently, the structured representation of meaning appears as an annotation or category assigned to the text by a human annotator. Comment categorization requires that annotators assign a category to each natural language sample based on their intuition of what the sample is about. To make categorization simpler, the comment is usually split up into sentences, phrases or word combinations known as ngrams. A single word combination is known as a unigram, two words together are known as a bigram and three words are known as a trigram. In this pre-processing of data, common words like “that,” “these,” “which,” “so” (stopwords) are usually not included in the ngram.

Natural language categorization and models can be improved by categorizing or modeling significant amounts of natural language data. Identifying patient experience language from a limited amount of language (beyond stopwords) is difficult. While the term frequency inverse document frequency (tf-idf) statistic is helpful on its own for the identification of significant terms in collections of documents, it has also been used to filter out insignificant features in classification tasks. For example, tf-idf, followed by the Pearson correlation statistic, was used to correlate the tweets with the real world experience of the Soccer World Cup 2014. Not only has tf-idf been useful for the identification of significant terms in different types of data, it can also be the first step for creating input into more advanced probabilistic models to achieve high predictive accuracy in document classification tasks. Our work applies tf-idf on the language that family members of pediatric patients use to describe care experiences. We then perform an in-depth statistical analysis on the tf-idf output. Our analysis illustrates how tf-idf could be used on similar datasets or as input to more advanced probabilistic models of language use.
Methodology

Data Collection
Our data for this study came from 25,161 anonymous patient satisfaction surveys that were collected throughout 2014 via mail and email, representing 498 providers in 42 specialties from 252 office departments/locations affiliated with the pediatric health system. Given our objective to learn about the language used to describe care experiences with physicians, we sampled the data based on the criteria that 1) the provider was a physician and 2) the comment section was not blank and was eligible for analysis. 18,401 out of 25,161 surveys met these criteria. We then categorized the surveys by their “top box scores.” Top box scores represent the percentage of respondents who give the highest score possible on the survey scale. This metric has been influential to understand patients’ perceptions of care experiences, including patients’ and family members’ experiences with physicians. For this reason, in our comparative analysis, we used top box scores to organize comments about physicians into two groups: comments for “top performing physicians” and comments for “bottom performing physicians.” For the purposes of this analysis, we defined top performing physicians as those whose top box scores placed them in the ranking of the top 100 among all the physicians surveyed (n=498). Similarly, bottom performing physicians received top box scores that placed them in the ranking of the bottom 100 among all the physicians surveyed.

Data Analysis
We conducted this study to test whether or not family members of pediatric patients use specific language in their comments about their care experiences with physicians. The assumption underlying our research design was that care experiences shaped the language used in patient experience comments. Our experimental setup assumed that if the language from the comments about top performing physicians differed significantly from the language about bottom performing physicians, then we could conclude that patient and family experience had some effect on the language used.

Our methodology involved two pre-processing steps to prepare the data for annotation. As the first pre-processing step, we extracted a list of word combinations (ngrams - excluding stopwords) from the comments about top and bottom performing physicians. Next, we filtered down the list of ngrams using the tf-idf statistic with respect to the comments about top and bottom performing physicians, putting them into a bag of ngrams. Tf-idf takes the term frequency (the number of times that a term appeared in a comment) of term i in document j and multiplies it by the log of the inverse ratio of the number of times that the term appeared in a document, yielding the formula:

\[ w_{ij} = tf_{ij} \times idf_i \]

The bag of ngrams consisted of the top 50 unigram (one-word), bigram (two-word) and trigram (three-word) combinations based on the tf-idf statistic. This resulted in a total of 300 ngrams to be categorized by annotators.

Next, two annotators independently reviewed all the ngrams and assigned them to one of the three patient experience categories of personality, interaction, and the composite category of quality, safety and access. The descriptions for these categories and guidelines for the annotators were developed by the authors with extensive domain expertise and understanding of the relevant literature. The annotators were provided with annotation guidelines including the following definitions: Personality is a character trait that describes the care provider’s attitude in the care encounter. Interaction is commonly a past-tense description of a care encounter that happened between the provider and the patient and/or family member. Quality, safety and access is a composite category that covers care encounters specifically about quality, safety, or access issues in care experiences. If the ngram could not be assigned to any of these patient experience categories, the annotators were told to assign it to other. The two annotators adjudicated the annotations for those ngrams that got conflicting categorizations.

We then calculated the number of times that the 300 ngrams occurred in all the comments and the percentages shown in Table 1. Next, we evaluated whether or not the subset of ngrams that belonged to the patient experience categories of personality, interaction, and quality, safety and access occurred more often than those ngrams that belonged to other.

Because a large percentage of the patient experience ngrams were relevant to the patient experience, we proceeded with a statistical significance test of all ngrams from the comments about the top and bottom performing physicians. For the 300 ngrams, we performed a Pearson chi-square statistical test for ngram relevance based on the number of times that a ngram appeared in the comments for top performing physicians versus the number times that it appeared in the comments for bottom performing physicians. Those ngrams with significance (p)values less than .001 and corresponding X2 values were considered to be significant given 1 degree of freedom. We determined that a significance level of .001 was appropriate given the large number of unique ngrams and ngram counts.

Results
Of the 100 annotated unigrams that occurred 26,664 times in the comments, 24.86% belonged to one of the three patient experience categories. Of the 100 bigrams that occurred 2,269 times in the comments, 86.21% belonged to the patient experience categories. Of the 100 trigrams
Table 1. Ngram Occurrence Percentages by Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Totals</th>
<th>Unigram</th>
<th>Bigram</th>
<th>Trigram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>75.14%</td>
<td>13.79%</td>
<td>7.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>12.52%</td>
<td>24.20%</td>
<td>37.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality, Safety and Access</td>
<td>10.83%</td>
<td>41.30%</td>
<td>20.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
<td>20.71%</td>
<td>35.13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that occurred 788 times in the comments, 92.51% belonged to the patient experience categories. The ngram occurrence percentages by category are shown in Table 1. When using the ngram counts from the comments about top performing physicians, 52 ngrams were considered to be significant (p < .001). When using the counts from the comments about bottom performing physicians, 49 ngrams were considered to be significant (p < .001). There was an overlap of 36% between the ngrams that were significantly correlated to the comments for top performing physicians and the ngrams that were significantly correlated to the bottom performing physicians. Overall, 63 ngrams out of the 300 were uniquely correlated to comments for either bottom or top performing physicians (p < .001). Those ngrams are shown in Table 2.

The annotators were able to assign a significant number of ngrams to the patient experience categories. The total ngram occurrences for these categories are shown in Table 2. Only the other category was significantly correlated to comments for both the top and bottom performing physicians (p < .001). Roughly a quarter of the unigram occurrences were relevant to patient experience. The vast majority of the annotated bigram and trigram occurrences, 86.21% and 92.51% respectively, were relevant to patient experience. The tf-idf statistic could bias the Pearson correlation by selecting for ngrams that are already statistically significant. We determined that filtering through tf-idf on unique ngrams from the comments about top and bottom performing physicians correctly selected for word combinations relevant to our patient experience categories, because the bag of ngrams was annotated without any consideration for physician performance in patient satisfaction surveys. Our results also showed that 63 of the ngrams were exclusively correlated to language from the comments about either top or bottom performing physicians. Because many of the ngrams were uniquely correlated to the comments about top and bottom performing physicians at the .001 level, we conclude that language use in patient experience comments is specific to care experiences with physicians.

Discussion

The reimbursement for services based on the quality of care has accelerated initiatives within healthcare organizations to provide patient-centered care. As part of these initiatives, patient experience has become a critical component of measuring care quality.3 Standardized surveys with structured/closed-ended (check-box) questions helped the healthcare industry to establish a common platform for measuring performance in patient experience.

Table 2. Ngrams that are Significantly Correlated with Comments for Top and Bottom Performing Physicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bottom</th>
<th>Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>years, health, makes, takes, treatment, enough, experience staff, good thanks, appointment day, wait exam room, called schedule appointment, nurse brought us, 30 minutes waiting, staff always nice, always professional caring, wait time exam, nice great job, would recommend anyone, could ask better, one best doctors, make feel like, thorough explained everything, everyone always friendly, office staff friendly, wonderful care provider, love love love, spends lot time, thorough took time, make child feel, god bless always, visit student comes</td>
<td>left, still, seemed, wasn, issues, everyone nice, staff amazing, back exam room, made eye contact, called us back, get called back, never feel like, always call back, arrived early taken, every time go office, brought us back, ladies front desk, look forward seeing, time exam room, remember name great, offered wheelchair daughter, head neurology department, everyone office always, staff made sure, department today disappointed, anything else needed, staff friendly good, took time us, would recommend practice, staff friendly helpful, 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Patients also provide their feedback about their care experiences through comments on surveys and reviews on social media and doctor review sites. It is imperative for providers, and specifically for patient experience leaders, to process and learn from large volumes of this particular type of natural language (verbatim) feedback for multiple reasons. First, patients who give perfect top box scores to their providers in surveys might give negative feedback when given the opportunity to describe their care experiences in their own words. Gallan et al show the significant contradictions between quantitative scores and qualitative responses in patient experience data. They argue that patient experience professionals should factor the analysis of both types of data into their improvement efforts for issues specific to different phases of care experiences. Also, regardless of potential discrepancies between quantitative and qualitative patient experience data, only through the analysis of verbatim patient feedback can providers gain insights into the root causes behind why they receive the scores they do in surveys.

While standardized surveys have been a great step forward in the reliable measurement of patient experience for patient-centered care, these surveys present significant limitations for providers to engage in effective and timely service recovery. As healthcare providers continue to deal with the limitations of CAHPS (Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems) surveys, they look for complementary mechanisms to collect and learn from patient feedback. Social media provide opportunities for patients and families to share their feedback in their own words, which offsets the limitations of long, structured surveys to understand patients’ perceptions of care. Research has also shown how Yelp reviews can provide not only sufficient but even better insights than CAHPS surveys into patient experience. Patients and family members increasingly use social media sites like Yelp and physician review sites as outlets for sharing verbatim feedback. This has led to research that lays the scientific foundation for how to incorporate open-ended questions for collecting verbatim patient feedback within the bounds of standardized surveys. It has also increased the need for the analytical capabilities necessary to manage and learn from natural language or narrative data. As the emphasis shifts from check-box questions to comments for collecting patient feedback, patient experience leaders find themselves with the responsibility to identify meaningful trends and insights from large volumes of patient experience comments for data-driven decision making.

This study showed that patients use specific language to describe care experiences. Our analysis focused on how patients phrase their accounts of care experiences with top performing physicians differently as compared to their accounts about bottom performing physicians. Based on our findings, what types of insights can be gained into the care experiences of patients? The following part of our discussion will highlight these insights.

**Building Blocks for an Evidence Basis of Language Data**

Our study described a statistically sound approach for the analysis of natural language (comment) data in patient experience. Our analysis revealed a significant correlation between patients’ experiences with physicians and how patients talk about physicians. Our study showed the fundamental methodology of validating categories for the NLP-based analysis of language data and resulted in the validation of the three high-level categories of personality, interaction, and the composite category of quality, safety and access. Patient experience leaders can use this knowledge to evaluate what analytical capabilities they need in order to have an evidence basis of patients’ language about care experiences. In order to process verbatim patient feedback from multiple, disparate platforms, this work needs to be extended to many more categories of patient experience.

In future applications of the analytical technique described in this paper, a domain expert can evaluate ngrams for categorization, meaning, and phrasing. A domain expert/patient experience leader can also use our categorization, meaning and phrasing as a statistically informed starting point for evaluating verbatim feedback from patients. By using our automated analysis, providers can efficiently and accurately determine the statistically significant mentions of issues about care services. For example, the trigram “office staff friendly” in Table 2 was found to be significant in the comments for bottom performing physicians and it was annotated under the category of personality. This indicates that when a physician is underperforming from the patient’s perspective, patients tend to talk more about the personality of the physician’s staff rather than the personality of the physician himself or herself. Patient experience leaders can use insights like this to give evidence-based coaching on patient-provider communication.

**Taking Improvement Actions based on What Patients Say**

Our analysis illustrates how to focus on the most significant phrasings in comments that belong to distinct patient experience categories. In our dataset, mentions of quality, safety and access ngrams like “30 minutes waiting” and “wait exam room” indicate that wait times are more important to patients of the bottom performing physicians. Patients’ language use implies that their tolerance for wait times goes up if they perceive their physicians to provide above average care experiences. To further confirm this observation, it is important to note that none of the unique ngrams from the comments about the top performing physicians mention waiting. Such
understanding of how patients describe their experiences would guide patient experience professionals to 1) know how to look for evidence (by knowing significant phrasings) in patients’ language about specific aspects of patient experience, in this instance the experience of waiting, and 2) to take improvement actions that are grounded in this evidence.

It should also be noted that several ngrams from the comments about the bottom performing physicians were positive in sentiment, such as “love love” or “wonderful care provider.” While a sentiment analysis of the data was beyond the scope of this paper, we observed that patients use language with positive sentiment associations in their comments even for bottom performing physicians. It is also helpful to note that the phrasing “wonderful care provider” is the most significant and distinct usage of many possible ngram utterances with similar meaning, such as “wonderful provider,” “great care provider,” “provider wonderful,” etc.

To further illustrate the importance of knowing how to seek and identify significant phrasings in patients’ language, we can point to the use of “wasn’t” as a unique interaction ngram in the comments about top performing physicians. This particular ngram indicated what the top performing physicians were not, such as “My doctor wasn’t rushed.” It is an important finding that this ngram occurred more frequently in the comments about top performing physicians compared to the comments about bottom performing physicians. This shows us that patients tend to describe their interactions with top performing physicians in terms of “what the experience was not like.” This finding opens up the possibility of analyzing positive comments as a potentially significant source of insights into the types of care experiences patients would not find satisfactory. Patient experience professionals can leverage such details understanding of what patients say to design and implement improvement actions that better meet the patients’ needs and expectations.

**Deciding When Technology Might be Necessary**

Patients tell providers in their own words what they need and expect in their care services when they are given the opportunity. While patient experience surveys have been the most common source for patient feedback, today’s patients do not limit themselves to standardized surveys to offer feedback, especially their natural language (verbatim) feedback. Processing large volumes of patient feedback from disparate sources requires significant analytical capabilities. Our study illustrates the scientific groundwork for NLP-based analyses to extract valuable insights from verbatim feedback about care experiences, which is the most accurate reflection of the patient’s voice for the design and delivery of patient-centered care.

Faced with increasing volumes of verbatim feedback, patient experience professionals need to either develop analytical capabilities themselves or implement NLP-based technologies, so they can ground their improvement actions in the evidence basis of the patient’s voice. Patient experience leaders need to be informed of the fundamental techniques behind the automated analysis of natural language to decide whether they will develop these capabilities themselves or adopt third-party solutions for their analytical needs. In either case, patient experience professionals need to evaluate the solutions they implement. We hope that our analysis and categorization provide some foundational knowledge to help with such evaluation.

**Future Research at the Intersection of Language Analysis and Patient Experience**

The methods applied in this study can be used to test similar correlations in the sentiment of patients’ language. This study was limited to the analysis of patients’ language describing their experiences with one type of provider - physicians. Future research can analyze patients’ language describing many different aspects of care delivery, including patients’ perceptions of care experiences with other types of providers, such as nurses. A complete understanding of patients’ language use is necessary for the development of care quality assessment tools based on language data. We see the results of our study as an important first step towards a comprehensive research agenda in the analysis of patient feedback, including descriptive and predictive modeling of patients’ language in their accounts of care experiences.

**Conclusion**

Steady progress in the delivery of patient-centered care requires that patient experience leaders understand what patients say in their own words about care services. Patient experience leaders can understand what patients say if they use scientifically rigorous methods to analyze patients’ language. It is important for researchers and practitioners alike to apply rigorous methods in their efforts to assess and improve patient experience. Our study revealed the possibilities for new insights to be found beneath the surface of patient experience comments about physicians. This study uncovers a segment of the statistical work necessary to gain meaningful insights about a very specific component of patient experience - family members’ perceptions of the services that physicians provide in a pediatric care setting. In this study, we aimed to show the value of a statistical approach to analyze patients’ language about all aspects of care experiences across all possible care settings. Future research can build on our findings to develop comprehensive programs for providers to act on the evidence basis of language data in their efforts to deliver patient-centered care with excellent patient experience.
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